
As Easy As Uno Dos Tres: A Comprehensive
Guide to Spanish Numbers
Are you ready to embark on a numerical adventure in the enchanting world
of Spanish? Whether you're a beginner or an aspiring polyglot, mastering
Spanish numbers is an essential step in your language-learning journey.
Prepare to be amazed as we delve into the fascinating realm of Spanish
numbers, unraveling their simplicity and unlocking the secrets to counting
like a native speaker.

Basic Spanish Numbers

Let's start with the foundation of Spanish counting: the basic numbers from
0 to 10.
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0 cero SAY-roh

1 uno OO-noh

2 dos dohs

3 tres trace

4 cuatro KWAH-troh

5 cinco SEEN-koh

6 seis say-EES

7 siete see-EH-tay

8 ocho OH-choh

9 nueve noo-EH-vay

10 diez dee-EHZ

Counting Beyond 10

Now that we have the basics down, let's explore how to count beyond 10 in
Spanish.

11-19: To form numbers between 11 and 19, simply combine the basic
numbers with -ce or -dieci. For example, 11 is once (pronounced awn-
say),12 is doce (pronounced DOH-say),and so on.



20-99: For numbers between 20 and 99, use the tens place numbers
(veinte, treinta, cuarenta, etc.) followed by the ones place number. For
example, 21 is veintiuno (pronounced bayn-tee-OO-noh),35 is treinta y
cinco (pronounced tray-EEN-tah ee SEEN-koh),and so on.

100-999: To form numbers between 100 and 999, use the hundreds place
number (cien, doscientos, trescientos, etc.) followed by the tens and ones
place numbers. For example, 150 is ciento cincuenta (pronounced SEE-en-
toh seen-KWAYN-tah),327 is trescientos veintisiete (pronounced tray-see-
EN-tohs bayn-tee-see-EH-tay),and so on.

Ordinal Numbers

Ordinal numbers indicate position or order and are used to answer the
question "What is the (first, second, third, etc.)?" in Spanish.

Number Ordinal Number Pronunciation

1st primero pree-MAY-roh

2nd segundo seh-GOON-doh

3rd tercero ter-SAY-roh

4th cuarto KWAHR-toh

5th quinto KEEN-toh

6th sexto SEHKS-toh

7th séptimo SAYP-tee-moh



8th octavo ohk-TAH-boh

9th noveno noh-BAY-noh

10th décimo DAY-see-moh

Special Number Cases

There are a few special cases to keep in mind when dealing with Spanish
numbers:

Numbers ending in -ón or -il: These numbers drop the -n or -l before
adding the feminine ending -a. For example, millón (million) becomes
millona (feminine million),and mil (thousand) becomes mila (feminine
thousand).

Numbers like veintiuno, treinta y uno, etc.: The y (and) is only used
when the tens place number ends in -i (e.g., veintiuno, but treinta y
uno).

Numbers with mil: The word mil (thousand) takes a singular verb
when followed by a noun, but a plural verb when followed by a
number. For example, mil personas (a thousand people),but dos mil
personas (two thousand people).

Fun with Spanish Numbers

Learning Spanish numbers doesn't have to be a chore. Here are some fun
ways to practice and reinforce your skills:

Number Bingo: Create bingo cards with Spanish numbers and have
students listen to you call out numbers in Spanish. The first student to



complete a row or column wins.

Number Charades: Write down Spanish numbers on slips of paper
and have students take turns acting them out while their team tries to
guess.

Number Games: Play games like "I Have Who Has?" and "Simon
Says" using Spanish numbers to make learning more interactive and
engaging.

Mastering Spanish numbers is a fundamental step in your language-
learning journey. With the tips and tricks outlined in this guide, you're well
on your way to counting like a native speaker. Remember, practice makes
perfect, so don't be afraid to immerse yourself in Spanish numbers through
conversation, reading, and fun activities. As you continue to explore the
fascinating world of Spanish numbers, you'll discover the beauty and
simplicity that lies within them. ¡Buena suerte!
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